MBUA
Meeting Minutes
11/8/15
* President Gaitane called the meeting to order at 10AM
* Secretary Report

Mtthews?Dwyer

Approved

* Teasurers Report

Matthews/Hansbury

Approved

* GOC
Background Checks-boards getting other boards rosters,officals
appearing on roster that don't belong on roster,new candidates background
checks,deleted officials still available...somehow-all matters were referred on
individual basis to Phil Napalitano,MIAA
Game Fees-still in freeze,MIAA will not discuss matter,$2 increase in
2017 means $2 increase in six years,change Handbook to read "pay recommended
within 30 days as opposed to the current language of 90"Fredericks stated that
MIAA will flat out "Not do it"-President Gaitane stated that a coalition with all
other sports would necessary to get MIAA movement on fees
(Gaitane,Newton,Duffy,Martinelli,Peters,Vantre,Sr.,Dwyer,DiMare,Carroll,Frederic
ks,Andrade)
* Baseball Committee
Attachment provided by Interpreter Clews on proposed
modification for "Fake Tags",Clews then stated that the attachment was not what
would be presented but would get back to us with proposal before he presented it
as a modification,no "Fake Tags" in MLB or NCAA Rules but in NFHS
Rules-questions arose about the neccessity of a modification
(Clews,Peters,Gaitane,Fredericks)

* ALS Event

umpire

Successful once again,thank you to all who offered their time to
(Peters,Duffy)

* Old Business
Wounded Warrior Foundation decision not to make
donation,MBUA Rule Booklet/TABLED
(Gaitane,Martinelli,Fredericks,Andrade)
* New Business
MLB Clinic is definate for August 2016,10 to 15 full camp
scholarships/MBUA would hope to fund lunch costs for clinic
Jewelry issue-MIAA Handbook
Suppliers/All Sports East (Frank Neves) and Gerry Davis(Bill
McCallum)-making presentation to MBUA decided not necessary
(Clews,Levine,Matthews,Duffy,Vantre,Sr.,DiMare,Martinelli,Andrade)
* 2016 Meeting Dates
January 10,February 28 (Interpreters Meeting to follow),November 6
* Adjourn

11:25AM

Dwyer/Byrne

Respectfully submitted,
Bryan
Andrade,Sec/Treas,MBUA

Attendance
Cape Cod - Musk
Central - Dwyer
Eastern - Myles,Clews
Greater Lawrence - Martinelli
Greater Lowell - Byrne,Hansbury
Merrimack Valley - Chabot
North Shore - Newton,Carroll
Southern - Fredericks
Southeastern - Andrade
South Shore - Duffy,DiMare,Peters
Worcester - Levine,Vantre,Sr.,Gaitane
Western - Matthews

